
Beyond Freedoa and Programming with Kangaroo

or

The Harsh Realities of Your Environment
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We will not concern ourselves here with techniques, algorithmss, or
other sensical matters usuwally associated with treatises on BRSIC prograas
Instead we plan to demonstrate the metamorphic processes involved in the

evolution of that entity we have come to know as ‘MY PROGRAM’. Let us
regard the follewing typical BASIC prograa.

BASIC PRESRAM -— ‘MASIC’

10 for I=1 te 10
28 input A®
38 gosus 96
48 input X
I8 geosub 110
68 disp A% X
78 next i

88 ocd
98 AdP='froggie’
188 return

118 X=pi
128 return

As the aostitube programmer is typimg the abeve characters into thre
display of Kanegaree, ha or she is ne deubt pendering the infinize
pessibilities ef bthe programs imternal existence. To this query wae devote
this decument.
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Joey!

Procrastinating programs, Rvoo-man! Uhy does it take so long for the cursor
to reappear after pressing the return key? UWhat is going on?

Roo-man:

During the interval from pressing the return key to the return of the
curser many things are happerming, Joey. First the M.0.{(mode of operation)
rust be determined (caleculabor vs. progran). Next the machine attempts to

interpret what appears in the display into a format which the machina can

utilize. This act of interpretation is called Parsing. Let us take an
exanrple. The first line of bthe prograa 'MAGIC’ is:

t8 for I=1 to 10

The first obvious hurdle is recegnition and classification of the elements
of the line. There are classes and subclasses to worry about also. For
exaaple: does a sucsession of digits imply a line number or a numeric
censtant? If a letter is seen is this a variable or the beginning of a
commrand? If the letber is te be treated as a variable should it be a
simple numeric variable, an array variadle or a string variable? I¥ the
letber is net a variakle but is the beginning ef a woerd er a command how do
we determine whrat letter ends the werd sr cemmand?

Jeay:
Parapalegic parsers, Ree—mam! UBhat is the mname of this masked entity that
recocgnizes and classifres bhese elemernts?

Roo-man:
Ue call it the SEANNER! The spstem ssanner grabs each element in the line
and replaces it with a teken.

Joay:
Scuzzy scanners, Ree-man! What is a teken?

Roo-man:
To ansuer this question we cite an example from the Miller Analoagy Test,

January 1968:

word:languaae

token:kangarocese



To be more precise the set of tokens form a 1-1 correspondence with the set
of all elements in our BASIC language. Each token is a one byte value trat
internally represents each BASIC keyword.

Joey:
Do the tokens appear in the same order as the keywords in the BASIC
statement?

Roo-man:
Unfortunately, this is not ¢the case. If it vere, we would need only a
scanner to interpret the lines of input and the whole process of Parsing
would be that much quicker. Instead the lines are Parsed into RPN {reverse
Polish netatiom) and stacked in appropriate order,

Joay1
Is that all that must be dena? Are the tokens executed on the R12 stack?

Roo-man:

NO and NO! We are getting way ahead of ourselves by talking about
execution but to clearify this fact, the tokens are NEVER executed from the
R12 stack. By the way hoew did you knew about the R12 stack?

Joey:
1 read the Capricorn Asseably Rom Manuwal. Is that okay?

Reo-man:
Bne must always read the Assembly Rem Mamwal with caution and pragmatisa.
but we are far afield from the tepic at hand. Leat us hop back. 1t 1s 3

fact that the teokens are stacked in executible order on the R12 stack. Yet

they are like a man witheut a hema. Thay have no roef over their heags, no
place te hamg their hats, me falithful servent te deliever slippers, pipe
and paper. In shert, nevtiere btehkans.

Joey:

How incredibly tragic! Is there a selutien?

Reo-man:

Ah, indeed yas. The fimal sbep ke cur precedure is to insert this strea=x
of toekens, stacked on R12, into their appropriate locatien in the memcry.

This is done by locating the carrect sequential position for the line

number. UOnce this is found, the line number and the tokenized line are

inserted into maemery at this location. Let us contrast the external and

internal existences. Recall that the first line of ‘MAGIC’ is



10 for I=t to 10

Internally this looks like

line# size for ftadr var 1 intcon one

10 090 oF 8C 11 20 49 1A 61 00 0O

stogv intcon ten to eol

c8 1A 10 08 00 SE 0E

Notice that each token stream is preceeded by two bytes for the BCD line
number and one byte which represents the length of the token streaa

ineluding the end—ef-line token, OE.

Joey:
But line 10 is the first line of the prograa. Uhat sequence exists that
allows insertion of tha nusber 107

Roo-man:
Good questien! In the beaginning Kangaroce created a user workspace called
the ‘werkfile’. The eriginal structure of the ‘workfile’ is as follows.
The first 10 bytas are zeres follo...

Joey:
What are the 18 aeros fer?

Roe-man:
Their reasen fer beitng will be Jefined later. Please be patient. As I was
saying the erigimal strusture is 10 bybes of zeros followed by the internal
eonrd line, whieh has a3 lime number e&f A%9I,

Joay:
But A999 is am illeeal line Pusber.

Roe-man: :
Indeed, ves, Sinee bhe average programmer camnot construct a line number
greater than 3999 the imbernal emd lire can mever be subverted and always
remains as bhe last line in eur pregram. Hence our sequence is always
present and never invalid!

Joay!
I see. Since the #first line number will always be less than A393, the
first line will always be inserted coerrectly., Does it go before or after

the 10 bytes of zeros?

Roo-man:
The first 10 bytes of most files are reserved for a very special occasion.
Our first line will therefore be inserted after the first 10 bytes. Let’'s

look at the before and after shot of the ‘workfile’.



Bafore:

10 Bytes of Zeros

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

Endline

95 A9 02 8A 0E

After:

18 Bytes of Zeros

00 08 06 68 68 00 60 6o 00 6o

Line 10

10 60 8F 8C 11 20 49 1A cf 00

60 08 1A 10 6o 00 SF 0E

Endline

99 A9 o2 oA 6E

Joey:
Is there only one file in Kangareo?

Reo-man:
Ne, there may be mamy files.

Joayt
Well, if there cam be many files, how is the correct file located?

Roo-man:
Kangaree maintains a direstery. EBach directory entry contains pertinent
information about a file. For example, after we have typed in line 10, the

directory entry for the ‘werkfile’ loo...

Joey:

I thought you said the programs name was ‘MAGIC ?

Roo-man:
Is this going to Hhabitual? Let’s regress for a moment. Everw time a
Programmer feels the nesd to be creative, Kangaroo provides a workspace.

The command EDIT BASIC signifies to Kangaroo that you have wyour thinkin

cap tied on and would like to start grogramming. If your intention 1s
create, cay a letter to your mother or memos to yourself, the command ET
TEXT would be wused. 1In both cases Kangaroco provides a ‘workfile’ of the
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respective type and any lines constructed by you will be inserted into that

‘workfile’. Now, if we may, let us look at the directory entry for the
‘workfile’ after line 10 has been inserted.

85 93 t1location of file in memory
00 21 1size of file
42 ttype of file (42-->Basic)

FE 1type of access
S8 LR ] 91 DE i1date of creation
werkfile ‘name

Now to appease your curicusity type RENAME TO ‘MAGIC® on the Kangaroo

Joay:
RENMAETO " "MAGIC ‘. Bhy did I get this error syntax?

Roo-man:
The machine does net understamd Secottish. Try it again.

Joey:
I don‘t understand Scottish either!

Roo-man:

TRY IT AGAIN PLEASE!

Joay:
Geez, something wromg? Gkay, okay, never mind, R EN AMNMETO "MAGI

c ’.

Roo-man:
New examine the direstery.

oS %€
&8 21
42
FE
98 tt > PE

MAEIC

If there are no further guestions at the mement would you be so kind as to
type the rest of our sample program intoe Kangaroo,

Joey:
I would like to ask ene mere gquestion before we exit this chapter.

Roo-man:

Go ashead.

Joey:

What is that weird Date of Creation for the program? What does 5B 11 51 DE
stand for? How am 1l supposed to tell when the program was created? How



many leaves in a forest?

Roo-man:
Yo! Please constrain yourself!
the internal date of creation. Don’'t stare,

fellow with the beard

How many grains of sand on a beach? How ...

I see the necessity for a short tale abcut
but see that

and pleasent expression on his face.
rather stcciky

If you locok a
little closer yo.. DON'T STARE! you will notice the rather unbalarced
gleam in his eyes. Believe it or not he was once an exact look alike ¢
Charles Atlas. That was until the day he attempted to explain, to a novice

such as yourself, the true meaning ARh me,

of that horrid afterneon when tha Great Horned Roo so
he who naively sought to explain the unexplainable.

of the IDC.

Joey:
Gosh Roo-man, I never weuld have drea... Roo-man? Oh

Roo-man:

Excuse me, but I feel tha need of
entering the program, I shall return.

a short interlude.

the painful

mercilaessly

menNnocr1i1es

punishead

Roo-man? Roo-aan!

Please <ontinue
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| Dialogue Continued

Pooe

Roo=-man:

Uell;

Joay!?
Surel

Roo-man:

Such enthusiasnt

Joey:

 

1 see you have completed your
it resides internally?

task.

It is 0 satisfying to
a student demenstrates a thirst for knowledge.

Shall we examine the program as

an educator, such as ayself,

I don‘t know about knowledge, but I sure would like a glass of milk.

Roo-man:

Next interlude.

00

18

20

30

40

S0

60

70

a0

o8

86

08

o8

o0

00

00

00

00

First the pregraa as

88

84

07

e4

oB
S8

0S

62

18 bytes of zeros

6o

T
3

9
8

%
8
8

8o

Program

i

hA

3

88

11

ee

03
R2

20

0E

09

a8
10

9

6o

20

01

20
0E

43

68

o8

41

A

00

A

80

ES

DB

R3

OE

00

gt

SF

19

19

o1

it sppears in memory.

00

00
0E

0E

20

when



S0

00

10

20

99

Roo=man:

AsS you can see,
Did you notice tha similarities between line 30 and line A399.R399.

Joey:

yep

Roo-man:

0o

01

01

o1

A9

gE
6F

02

06

02

02

13 20 41 36
67 67 63 65

71 0E

11 20 S8 c9

71 1]3

Endline

8A OE

07
07

08

66
1]

OE

72

the line numbers form an increasing saquence approaching to

What are you deing?

Joey:

koo-man:

Joey:

Reo-man:

Men Dieu!

Jeey
Huh?

Reo-man:

Pefsre we proceed

yeu clean off the keybeard.

10

with the phasas of program execution,
I stvall return.

1 must insist that
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Roo-man:
It is time to discuss tha initial 10 bytes which preceed each lined file in
memory. As You recall, at creation time these bytes are initialized %2

zero. The term uwe use to Jdefina this cellection of bytes is the Progran

Coentrol Block or mere cemmonly called the PCB. The structure of the PCS

i"oc .

Joey:
Aren’'t PCB’s these bad chemicals found around the Love Canal near Buffalc,

New York?

Roo-man:
(is this a nightmare?) Neo, actually, yeu are refering to PCP’'s. As I was

saping, the structure of the PCB is S blocks of 2 byte values. Theaese are

xobhes Pane description

&/t P.LEX lerrgkh of prearam and PEB
/3 P.PLEN lemetth ef variable ptr area
4/3 P.CLEN spare bleek
&/7 P.Bt:8N lenath &f emvirenment-ECB
8/9 P, SR spare block

Jeay

Why is this PEB necossary? Seems tte me like a waste of memeory.

Reo-man:
As time gees by, bthe valua ef the PEB will become mere clear. Suffice it
to say, that with eout the infermation given in tha PCB, program executicn

in Kangaroo weuld be eonsideribly slcwer.

Joey:

Well, when are these values placed in the PCB?

Roo-man:
Thought you’d never ask. UWhen wou push the RUN key or tupe RUN “MAGIC’, a

series of events takes place. First the program 1s Pointer RAllccatec.

This means that wvariable names and BCD 1line numbers are replaced with

relative pointers; relative to the beginning of the program that is. Fcr

example, it is much easier for the machine to obev the instructicn GIOTC <a
location 30 bLytes relative to the beginninga of the program) rather than

11



GOTO (the line with the BCD line number 100>, In the case of variable it
is an absclute necessity that the name be replaced with & pointsr to
information about the variable. Take the variable name I. Is this a
string, array or simple numeric variable?

Joey:
Uell, I guess it is a numeric variable.

Roo-man:

WUhy do you say that?

Joey:
It doesn‘t have a ‘$’ or a ‘¢’ after it.

Roo-man:
Oh? UWould you please look at the variable name for A% in line 20.

20 00 0?7 3F 13 20 41 ES 19 OE

In particular the twe bybes 20 41, The ARSCI] representation for these tuwo

bytes is ‘A ‘., New, if you will, would you mind classifying this variable.

Joey

Okay, okay. You den‘t have te rub it in. But how do you tell what typa of
variable it is?

Roo-man:

That ‘s eas..

Joey:
But how de yeu krew if it is a function er just a variable?

Roo-man:
I was trying to btel..

Joey
But how about whether its a RBAL eor an IRTEGER er, er, eor..

Roo-man:
FERMEZ LR BOUCHE, si vous plait. Bien. NHow, as I was about to explain,

every variable has ALL of its necessary characteristic information
condensed inteo a 2 byvte gquantity callaed its Name Form. Can your think any

other information adout the variable that would be useful?

Joey:
How about the value of the variable or where the value of the wvariable can

be +found?

Qoo-man:

Not bad! For simple numeric variables, the only information necsssarwy is
the internal Name Form and the location of the variables value. String

12



variables require one more picce of information, that teing the maxiaun

allocated 1length of the string. Whereas array variatles reguire tra
maximum row and column dimensions along with the total lermgth allocated fzr
the array clements values., Each variable has its own block of informatizr-

in the VYariable Pointer Area. If you would like more dezailed informaticn
on the YPA you may acquire the document on Program Pointer Rllocation.

Joey:
Yea, okay. But where is the VPR?

Roo=-man:

I think we will take a shert break while you study the documentation cn
Programa Pointer Allocation.

13
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Roo-man:
Please assimilate the infermation you obtained from perusing the allocation
document.

Joey!
De what, from where?

Roo-wan:
What did you.learn.

Joey:
Oh. UWell, the ¥YPA is built directly after the internal endline. The blocx

structure for each type of variable is as follouws:

gsimple numeric variable: byte nama form
byte value pointer

byte namxe form
byte maxionum length
byte value peoeinter

string variable:

bybe rrame form

bpte Yetal arrasy lensath
bwee maximum row

byte maximua colunn

byte value peinter

array variable:

R
D
P
P
R
H
Y

P
R
E
N
M

P
N

Roo-man:

You‘ve neglected to mentien the YPA entry structure for a user defined

function.

Joeyt

Well, I sort of forgoet te read that section.

Roo-man:
Hm®, Can you ansuwer your original guestion then?

Joey:

Which one?

Roo-man:



When does the PCB get validated?

Joey!
You mean like parking in front of a fire hydrant?

Roo-man:

I propose we adjourn this discussion for a3 short time to allow our sponsers
time to swallow thisg bunk.

16



 

Joey
Gee Roo-man,

Roo-man:

Out back!

where did you go?

Let us return te Pointer Allecation and the PCB. If you haven "t
already discerned, the final stage of Pointer Allocation is to ccapute a~d

store the pertinent

and environment length,

Joey:
Nope, I wasn‘t s0 discerned.

Roo-man:

Sacre Bleu!

Joey: .

information,

Can we get back te the prograa?

Roo-man:

specifically, program lenagth,
inte the appropriate locations of the PCB.

YPA langtrn

I think this would be a geed time teo examine the PCB and YFA of our program
‘MAGIC”’.

P.LEN

82 o8

variable I:

variable AS$:

variable X:

Roo-man:

When this

 

stage is complete,

 

Tva PER

P.8LEN
—-—a

o8 69

Tre VPA

val ptr

1E g6

max len

20 00
val ptr

43 00

the process

P.ELEN P.5PAR

32 00 o8 00

val ptr

26 00

of Pointer Rllccation 1s over.

17



The next process in our series is termed Environmental Allccation. The
environment for a program contains not only the values of tha varisbles but

also such information as GO3UB count, FOR/NEXT count, ON ERROR information,

Mother program name an...

Joey:
You mean even programss have nothers?

Roo-man:
No, lad. In fact programs do not have mothers. It is the envircnment
which belongs to the mother prcocgram. In some cases it is necessary that a
program require multiple eavircnments. Consider, for example, a program
which uses recursion, oh maybe, a Tchebyshev polynomial generator; this

programs wmight require nultiple environments during exeeution. Eaeh of
these environmments weuld beleng te the same program i1.e. 1it’'s mother.

Joey:
How do you find the environment? Whe builds it? Is it always there? How
big is it? Uhere is the programs mother? Can I gs play hoop now?

Roo-man:
HBOP?, whats heoop?

loey
Hoop is heep, b—ball, you kneuw, Pr.J’s demain.

Roo—-man:

Dr. J?

Joey:
Are you serieus? Yeu dJen’'t brew whe Br. J is? Uell! I think we shsuld
take a shert break umtill]l ypeu can cemwenstrate to ma just whe Dr. J is!

Roeo—man:

Get back herel

18
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Joey!
Good morning Roo-man.

Roo-man:
That is strictly a mabter of opinion. Back to werk please. What do you
resember about a programss environament.

Programer:
Let's see, That is where the varialble values are stored and neat
information about the program is also stored there. O0h, yea, the prograas
mother is there if the program was CAlLlLed.

Reo-man:
One peint of clearification. The msesther program does not reside in the
envircnnant, simply the NAME of tha nobher program. Certainly, one may
visgalize the sbtrucstwre of an envirsmment. For example, given the
censtraints of ecuwr maschine hew many bytes are necessary to store the value

of a simple numeric variable?

Joey:
It depends.

Roe—man:
Yery goeed, bBut depends om what?

Joay !
Vhether the variable was declared a REAL, INTEGER or SHORT. If the

variable is a REsL bthen 8 bybes are alleocatead as a value area, an INTESER

is allecated 3 bwtes and a IHERT is allescated 4 bytes.

Roo-man:
My young man, that is cemmendable! May I go seo far as to inquire the
structure for a string variable.

Joey:
No vou may not.

Roo-man:
I asked for that. A string variable may be dimemsioned by declaration in a
DIM statement. This is not a necessityw but if the Joev knows tre limits to

which the variasble will be utilized, deczlaration of the string lenath will
optimize the use of memory. The only restriction on the DIM statemsnt 1s

20



that it must contain the very first reference of the string variable in the

program. Similarily, arrays should also be dimensioned.

Joey:
What happens if I use string and array variables but don’t declare them 1in
a dimension statement? Will I get an error?

Roo-man:
Ah the beauty of default values. HNo, Kangaroo is a very lenient nmachine.
If a string variable 1is not declared, it is allocated 34 bytes of room :n
the environment. The string value field is cowprised of two parts. Tre
first 2 bytes of the string value field are reserved for the strings actual
length and, in faet, deeslared or not, the first tuwo bytes of any strirg
value field are reverved specifically for this purpese. In the default
case, the remaining 32 bytes contain the sequence of characters that
comprise the string variables value.

Joey:
Oh, so the max lemgbh pertion of the VPR entry for a default length string
will have a value of 394? 0Or will it havwe a value of 327

Reo-man:
What is the maximus number of charaeters allocated for a default string?

Joey:!
32 bytes.

Roo-man:
Yeu have just anauered yeur swn gquestien., Lets continue. s I have
stated, Kangareo will alkse assign csfault dimensions te an array variable
if net declared. Here, hevwever, there is potential fer confusion. Have

veu ever utilized bise HFTIGN BWSE cemmand?

Jeay:

Yea. Semetimes it Is eacier be have the frrst element of my array te be
referenced as the 3zersth eclement. Obher timeas it is easier to begin the
array with element 1.

Reo-man:
Because of the pessible ambigquities that could arise, the OPTION BAZ=Z
command must appoar befare any reference teo an array variable. Althougn
this sets the initial subseript value for the array, it 1in no wayv affecsts
the default value or values fer the arraus dimensions. The maximun row and

if necessary the maximum celumn detfault to 10, Rlso the option base

defaults to 2zero. Suppoese I referenced the variable A(i, j> in ths firsz

line of a program; Please describe the values of the YPR entry for this

variable. VYou may exclude the value pointer.

Programer:

Well, the name form will have information in it that says that the wvariable

is an array, its name is R and it’'s elements are REAL numbers. The maximunmn

21



row and maximum column will be 10. Lets see, 11 times 11 s 121 and 121

times 8 1is ah... 968, So in hexidecimal the @max row and max col would

have 60 0R and the total length would have 00 63.

Roo-man:
Yery close actually. Here is a scenerio. Pointer and Environmental
allocation have concluded. We are now entering execution coce and we
attempting to display the value of the array element N(2,b3),. The array

A{,) was not declared in & DIM statement. Find the element A(2,3>.

Joey1
Okay. Ue find the beginning of the array from the value pointer. Is the
option base 0 er 1?7

Roo-man:

Exactly!

Joey:
Huh? Oh is see. Someuwhere in the VYPA entry we should tell uhether the
option base is 0 or 1.

Roo-man:
There is heope for you yet. Specifically, the obvious place is in the total
length field. The wmest sigmificant bit of the total length field is set if
the optien hase is 8; eother uwise the eption base i1is 1. So, back tec the VFA
entry of our erigqumal array R{i,j). khat sheuld the total length field
have been?

Joey:
It sheuld have beem &8 ©8. PRight?

Roo-man:
Correct. Given this bachoreund, let us discuss the creation of the
envirenment. Reeall the PEB after Peinter Allseation. Notice that lemgth

of the envirenmant is already determined. It is this value plus the length
of the informatien field that i1s allecated for the programss envircnment.
The infoermwatiem field b callad the Enviremmental Eentrol Block or ECB and
its length is 38 bytes. Please regard its structure.

bytes name description

0/1 E.LEN langth of environment including the ECB
2/3 E.PREY lerabh of previous environment
4/5 E.RPMEM ameunt of memory reserved by program

6 E.FCNT FOR/NEXT count
7 E.GCHT GOSUB count

3.9 E.EREX address of code to exec upon an ON ERROR
10711 E.ERFC Kangaroco PCR after ON ERROR

12713 E.RONM ROM number of mother program
t4/21 E.MOM name of mother program
22./23 E.RTN R10 for CONT/RUN



24/2S E.PCR PCR for CONT/RUN
26 E.STAT current status R16 {(xstat)

27 E.DATA locaticn in current DATA line

28/29 E.DATL pointer to current DATR line

The ECB is always the first 30 bytes of a programs environment. It is the
responsibility of Environmental Allocation to initialize the values of the

ECB and the variable value area. Do you recall what happens when you
access the value of a variable that has yet to be definaed?

Joey:
Yea. You get a warning ‘ne value’ and if the variable was a numeric a 0 is
returned or if the variable was a string the null string is returned.

Roo-man:
Yes., Any ideas on hew the machine can tell & no value situation versus a
zaro or null existence?

Joey:
Well, the variables value area could hava a no value situation flagged.

Roo-man:
Arae you the same persson uwhe was here yesterday? That is very astute. In
the numseric variable case, the ne value situation is flagged by setting the

rost significant bypte o? the field to FF hexidecimal. Uhereas, a string
variables value is met defined if the tuwe byte length field is FF FF
hexidecimal. Thus, the fimal respensrbility ef Environmental Rllocatien is
te initialize all value fields te the undefined state. Shall we exanmine
the enviromnment fer 'MAGIC’?

ECB: M e PE & ey &8 &6 08
e &t &8 ot 83 os 4 41
7 49 <3 &8 &8 28 28 6o
1€ o8 e &8 &3 &3

var I: 86 o8 &e ) & &8 e FF

var A FF PF 28 28 2e 28 20 29
29 28 20 28 20 20 20 20
20 20 28 26 20 20 28 20
20 28 20 23 20 20 20 20
20 28

var X: 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF

As you can see, the ECB contains valid information about the progranm
‘MAGIC® and the three variable value fields have been 1nitialized. UWe are
ready for execution!
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Narrator:
AR quick recapitulation:

Once a programmer has logically charted the flow of his/her progras, the

time for creation has come.
As each program line is ontered into the Kangaroco display and the raturn

key 1is pressed the process known as Parsing is initiated. The systenm
Parser interprets each keyuword inte internal tokenized form and strucztures
the tokens intoe RPN form. Finally, the appropriate memory locaticn is
found and this stream of tokens is inserted at this location.
The next phase, Pointer Rllecation, 1is then begun. Pointe~ Allocation
builds a YVPA, computes the size of the environment and replaces variables
and line numrbers with relative peinters.
The last stage before ewecutiomn is alloecation of the programs environment.
The EEB is constructed and the variable value areas are initialized to the
undefined state. We new return to the regularly scheduled dialogue.
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Roo-man:
Vell Joey, ready for aneother session? Fine. We turn our attention to the
execution phase of our program ‘MAGIC’. The controller of execution 1s the

Interpreter loop. It is the Interpreter’'s respeonsibility to ‘interpret’

each token in our program into anm absoluta address at which resides the
respective runtime code. After each token is executed the interpreter

checks the STALL bit (the meb of R17) to decide whether to continue or rst.

I1f this bit is set them the interpreter loop is halted.

Joey:

Why woeuld this bit be sebd?

Roo-man:

There are three reasons for a prograa to halt before the END statement is
executed. The first is thae execution of the STOP statenment. The

programmrar nay Gachde bhat a STHP command is necessary in the proesraa.
dhemn the interpreaeter precess the STOP teken the program is halted anc tre
state of the preerams envirsmment is preserved. This means, the programaer
may inspect the value ef any variable wsed in the program and cempare tnis
to the expeched value.

Jeey
Gelly, Res—man. That ceuld be vsaful in debugeing a prograas, huh?

Roo-man:
Very useful. A secend reans ef saballing a pregram is te hit the ATTaMticn
key. This actien alse haltas tha proaram by setting the msb of R17. Neta

the difference betucen this and halting by STE8P. The STOP tsken is tstally
devetad to steoppimg a pregram a8 a particular lecatisn, whereas hitting ine

ATTeNtien will halt the pregran at what might appear to be an arbitrary
location, net necassarily a usadle lecation to the programmer. The thirzs
means of stalling a program regulres ne propgrammer interaction. A prccraa
is stalled if a runtime error occurs.

Joey:

Whst is a runtime error?

Roco-man:
A runtime error is any error which occurs during the execution of tokens.

There are alsec Allecation errors and sometimes these are hars ts

distinguish from runtime errors. Tha bDiggest factor is th: appsarsnce of 3

line number in the error message. If a line number appears then the error



is most 1likely a runtime error, if not then the <2rror is most 1likely an

allocation error. These are the three ways to stall a proagran. In vach
case, the programs environment is still valid <(as valid as can be). Let s
replace the END statement in line 30 with a STOP statement and look at the
environnent after execution has been halted.

St 00 iF 00 00 00 00 oo 00 60
ECB: 00 00 00 00 4D 41 47 49 43 20

20 20 I8 ¢o S4 0o 02 go 00 0o

var I 20 20 20 28 FF 1 6o 00

var A$: 07 08 66 72 6F 67 67 69 63 20
28 28 29 20 28 28 20 20 20 20
20 29 <8 29 20 20 290 20 20 20
28 28 28 28

var X: 6o 08 9 3 46 39 41 31

Notice the variable values. Simece I is am intager the first four bytes are
not valid information. The fifth byte FF hex 1is a flag to the system that

this is an integer value. The remain three bytes are the value of I, in
this case I=11. Variable A¥ has an actual length of seven bytes and is
equal to ‘frogaie’. The wariable X is a real value and is equal to
3.1459265359. pAmy questiens?

Joay:

Is the programs enviremment valid all the time?

Reoc-man:

Afraid net Jeay. Uhem thea interpreter process the END token, the proaranms
envirenwent is remeved in erdéar te free up mamery., Hewever, the PCEB and
VA are still valid oo that tire next execution of the program will proceed
thrat much guieker.

Joey:
bhat happens if I edit bhe file? Wem't that cause trouble for the PCB and
YEFA? I mean, what if | add new variables te the program? There son‘t be
any YPA entry for thenm.

Roo-man:

Ah seo, we arrive at the final chapter
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As 1 was saying, we have arrived at thea final process in the life cycle cf

our program. From a fresh and virile sequence of logical statements to a
warped and feeble menagerie of lost thougths,

Joey:
Heaavveeyy!

Roo-man:
Thank you. UWe speak, of course, of the process of DEALLOCATION!

Joey:
You mean we’re going to undo all we’'ve done?

Roo-man:
That’'s right! When the programmer EDITS, COPIES , MERGES, PURGES and 311
sorts of other things teo his program, the program must be deallocated. The

PCB is wasted! The VPA is disintigrated! The wvariable pointers are
anbushed by their godle=ss variable names| Furthermore, if there are ary
external ROM defined tokems and their ROM is not available, the WHOLE LIME
in which that token appears is blown away and replaced with ‘'ROM missing’ !

r -
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Roo-man:
Well Joey. That’'s my story for this week. Did you enjoy it?

Joey:

Yep

Roo-man:
That’'s not how you spell Yap!

Joey:
Yes it is! Just go talk to the guy who is always putting words in
mouths!

28
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